LARRY TAYLOR'S SEARCH FOR
SECRET PROPHECIES FROM ARMENIA
Posted By: Shenandoah
Tuesday, 27 July 2004
SECRET LETTER PROPHECY FROM ARMENIA - 1852
Evidenced by Demos Shakarian as told to John and Elizabeth
Sherrill in the book: The Happiest People On Earth 1975 [book
out of print] --- Took me a while but I did finally got a rare copy
after being asked by readers of newsletter to look into this.
Signed

Larry Taylor

[From the writings of Demos Shakarian 1913-1993]
Demos was named after his grandfather, a remarkable man who
fled from Armenia in 1905 to settle in Los Angeles, California in
America. The family left their homeland in response to a prophecy
in 1852 that a time of unspeakable tragedy would come to Armenia
and that hundreds of thousands of people would be killed. When
the same person who had given the prophecy announced the time
for the tragedy was near, it was the sign for many people, including
grandfather Demos to move. The prophet was a true prophet.
In 1914 the Turkish people drove the Armenian population out
into the Mesopotamian desert. Over a million men, women and
children died. They massacred another half a million people in
their villages, often by locking them in barns and burning them to
death. Everyone still in the home village of grandfather Demos
died! The world did not respond to what was happening and
allowed it to continue.
Later on they reaped a reward for their shameful inaction. When
Hitler started his campaign to exterminate Jewish people, he
believed that “...no one cared about the Armenians, they will not
care about the Jews...” Consequently a large Armenian group
settled in Los Angeles. The boy prophet who God had used to warn
the Armenians to flee the coming onslaught was named Efim
Gerasemovitch Klubniken, of Russian origin and from earliest

childhood had shown a gift for prayer—frequently going on long
fasts, praying around the clock. The prophet's words and map
directed the Armenians to Los Angeles, CA, America.
However, later Efim also wrote out a second prophecy, but all
anybody knew about that one was that it dealt with the still more
distant future—when the people would once again have to flee.
Efim asked his parents to seal this prophecy in an envelope, and
repeated the instructions he had received concerning it. He had
been told in his vision that only a future prophet—chosen by the
Lord for this task—could open the envelope and read the prophecy
to the church. Anyone opening the envelope before this time would
die.
Excerpt at the end of the book - Demos Shakarian writing:
“I thought of the second message the boy prophet received so
long ago, still sealed and unopened. Does it foretell a great
persecution coming to Christians in America, just before the Lord
returns? Personally, I think so. I think the Spirit is being given us
in preparation for this time: to bind us into a Body, to assign to
each one of us the task he alone can do for the welfare of that
Body. I often wonder who will be told to open that message and
read it to the church? And Demos Shakarian passed in 1993!”
[Larry Taylor: I recently sent out an email to the Internet List of
‘From_The_Edge’ requesting any information in regards to this
secret letter’s existence. I will share one of the email replies:
“Hi! Larry -- This is Ken and Annie Schisler in Uruguay, South
America. We also would appreciate if once you obtain info
regarding the “secret letter” you could share it with us. We met
Demos and Rose back in the late 80's at their home in Downey. We
spoke of many things, including the secret letter, but the contents
was not disclosed as it was still “sealed” at that time. It would be
important to compare notes with things Annie has seen in her
visions regarding the future of the USA. We believe many things
are very imminent. Blessings! Ken and Annie”
I will try to share more information of what I found out about the
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“secret letter” in the next newsletter! Also if any of my readers
have information on this subject, please email me or write me!!
Larry W. Taylor, email: From_The_Edge@webtv.net
3. DREAM OF THE SECRET PROPHECY LETTER OF
ARMENIA April 29, 2003/ 3:00am by: Larry W. Taylor / I
dreamed I was standing in front of and looking at a “sealed”
Armenian Letter that was written by the Armenian prophet and
sealed many years ago. I clearly saw a white envelope with a gold
seal upon the area of a letter you would normally open. Then my
eyes were opened and I saw a huge angel wearing white and
holding a drawn sword standing in front of the Armenian Letter to
defend this letter!
That’s the dream and I can still see this in my mind clearly. That
gives me more to pray about. I feel that we are clearly in a time of
incredible change and we must be very cautious and wise in the
days just ahead! 3. LWT

(4) There is very little, if any at all, talk about this secret letter
circulating on the Internet or in publications, so it is still a secret.
(5) I was sent information that some decendents ancestors of
Armenia are maybe jumping the gun and have been relocating to
South America (I was given the name of the South American
country but will not relay it right now).
(6) I have been contacted (not by the family with the letter) by
others that the family with the secret letter do not feel it’s time to
unseal it yet.
(7) After my dream about the secret letter and angel (see next
article) I am very cautious as to being aggressive about searching
for information as to this letter and am letting information come to
me in its own time. The investigation proceeds slowly in any
information about the Secret Letter but my question is: What event
or happening is the trigger or the sign to the family of the Letter
that it should be opened? There is more to come on this subject
stay tuned! 2. Larry W. Taylor

2. SECRET LETTER PROPHECY FROM ARMENIA - 1852
Update! by: Larry W. Taylor / I am still waiting on more
information on this letter to come in but did want to do an update
on some of the information I have found out in regard to this
interesting Prophecy Letter.
(1) I do believe this Prophecy Letter written in 1852 by Efim
Gerasemovitch Klubniken is valid and still unopened.
(2) I do not believe the letter has ever been or is even now in the
possession of the family of Demos Shakarian but is in the
possession of the decendents ancestors in America of the prophet,
Efim Klubniken. However, Demos Shakarian apparently did share
with a number of people that he knew about the letter and it was
still unopened up to his death. Demos also explained all he could
about the secret letter in the book, “The Happiest People On Earth”
as told to John and Elizabeth Sherrill (1975). This book is out of
print but a few copies can be found on AMAZON.COM
(3) The secret letter I believe is in the area of Los Angeles, CA.

(6) New information coming in on the Inquiry into the Secret
Armenian Letter of Prophecy. This letter is apparently still sealed
and in a undisclosed location in Los Angeles, CA. According to a
recent source of knowledge about the facts, the secret letter
custodians have been in the past approached by someone who said
the Lord sent them to open the letter. Information is that one fell
dead and the other met with quick terrible demise. So the Secret
Letter of Prophecy written by the Prophet of Armenia is still
unopened! Demos Shakarian had reported in the out-of-print book:
“ The Happiest People on Earth” by John and Elizabeth Sherrill,
that death would greet anyone who tried to open the Secret Letter
other than the one sent by God! (also see prior report of my dream
of the Angel guarding the Secret Letter and I have tried to walk
very carefully, spiritually in reporting about this letter and my
inquiries into the facts of this letter—Larry Taylor.) Demos
Shakarian also reported that he thought (felt) that the Secret Letter
when opened would be not only be a directive from God for this
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future time to now direct the Armenian descendants ancestors to
safety, again; but also a word to the Christians in America to
prepare them at an important time! Anyway, more information will
be in this coming newsletter....
14. SECRET PROPHECY LETTER FROM ARMENIA - 1852
Update! by: Larry Taylor / For those who are following this story
and search by me on the Secret Prophecy Letter written by the
“Boy Prophet” named: Efim Gerasemovitch Klubniken in 1852
Armenia, then came with the Armenian peoples to this country still
sealed, according to Demos Shakarian.” I have located another
person (named withheld at this time) closely associated with
Demos who told me the Secret Letter is in Los Angeles, CA and is
still unopened. Reportedly only one sent by God can open this
letter without finding death! Demos Shakarian believed the letter
contained directions needed at a future time by the descendents
ancestors of the Armenian people in America and a direct word for
the Christians in America at that time too! Am still inquiring in this
subject. 14. Larry Taylor...
(4) I seem to be finding a strange “thread” in the Secret
Armenian Letter research. I also have a few people helping with
the footwork around Los Angeles, California. This Secret Letter
seems to have taken on a “life of it’s own!” In short, I am finding
that there seems to be so much secrecy and clandestine facts in the
search for truth about this Letter, that I am receiving the impression
that the “SECRET” seems more important than the “ FACTS and
Message Contained Therein!” All my many attempts and contacts
with FGBMFI Asso. or Richard Shakarian either go unanswered or
replies with so few words and “zero” follow-ups that it’s a Black
Hole!!! Anyway, I keep trying. Interestingly, reports of the
Armenian people quietly moving from the USA to South America,
saying they were told by God to move ahead of the coming
persecution in America, have been coming in since 1998. Funny
that God would be telling the Armenian people to move when He’s
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got a perfectly good “Letter” of Instruction written to them for
years. Well, sometimes you just have to do it yourself!...
Ok, that about tells the story of the SEARCH, now here is the
FIND: Larry, was sent a letter by a David F. Wincoff who enclosed
an actual letter that purports to be a DIRECT COPY of what God
gave over a hundred years ago? The Church that has this letter
refused to open it when confronted with “NOW IS THE TIME”. So
here goes the REST OF THE STORY:
“To my knowledge the actual sealed letter has never been
released openly. Here is the story of how I got a copy: The greatgrandson of the Russian prophet who came over the mountains into
Demos’ grandfather’s village in Armenia in the 1850s with the
baptism of the Holy Spirit ended up in Canada. About 10 years ago
he heard from the Lord to go to the Russian Revival Church in Los
Angeles that held the sealed letter, to get it and declare it was time
to heed the warning. The church was dead and refused to release
the letter so he went into a fast for ten days and the Lord revealed
the contents of the sealed letter. I have never shared the copy I was
given as to my knowledge it has never been officially released...”
CONTENTS OF THE LETTER
“Run, run My people, whom I brought out from the places which
have inherited the curse. Run into the wilderness with a heart
thirsting for my water. Gather My Children, unto Zion, because the
Kings of the earth are rejecting Me and the nations are turning
against My people.
My blessing is departing from America saith the Lord of Hosts,
because the Kings of this place are rejecting Me, and they are in
fornication with Gog the chief prince of Meshech and Tubal, of the
land of Magog.
Therefore, a terrible disaster is coming upon this place, so depart
from here and I shall bring out the obedient remnant from among
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you, which I shall hide in the wilderness. The wilderness shall
blossom with a pleasant aroma. I will cleanse you and your
children from your bad habits and sins and you shall know that you
are branches grafted into my olive tree, if you shall obey my voice.
To Zion, to Zion we are going with thirst in our hearts! Enter
into His gates with thanksgiving and into his courts with praise!

Original letter found at:
www.truinsight.com/armenian_letter_prophecy.htm armenian_letter_prophecy.htm

And suddenly I saw awesome darkness coming upon the United
States and Canada: the darkness of Communism under the banner
of evolution; economic confusion, riots, and nations rising up
against each other in U.S. and Canada; and earthquakes in
California and along the east coast, and a backsliding adulteress on
the throne; masses of sick and poor people; and a certain number
of rich ungodly people in authority.
Awake, awake My people. Don’t reject My messengers. Awake,
awake, for a hard time is coming.
And suddenly I heard a cry: “My people are perishing for lack
of knowledge.”
Afterwards I saw 3 angels and one among them spoke to this
people, “Why are your children unwashed: Where are they? Will
you blame it on God? God forbid! The child has to be sanctified
while he is yet in the womb of his mother, through the holy prayer
of the Holy Spirit. But you’re rejecting this kind of prayer of the
saintly men of God, you’re reaping the fruits of the false Nicolaitan
doctrine, which the Lord Jesus Christ Himself hates! And
afterwards I heard a cry, “My people, My people, how many times
I wanted to gather you, but you believed the lying ones, and
grievous wolves entered in among you, not sparing the flock. The
enemy scattered you and you are decreasing in numbers because
you rejected My power.
You heap to yourselves teachers tickling your ears. And you are
rejecting My prophets, seeking your own ways and signs, leaning
on your own understanding.
This is your last warning!”
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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